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Abstract
Eye is a complex electro-optical image processing system which provides vision, a complex information processing which relies
on the neural processing of the retina through electrical synapses enacted through the gap junctions. Light incident on the tissue
layer of retina which is sensible to light, produces a series of electrical and chemical synapses which creates the nerve impulses.
The light passing the pupil gets focused by the lens presents an inverted image to the photoreceptors, the rods and cones. Neural
signals from the rods and cones are processed in the retinal ganglion cells(RGCs) whose axons form the optic nerve. These
nervous messages are mostly associated with an electrical change known as the action potential. An all active Fohlmeister–
Coleman–Miller (FCM) model adapted with seven nonlinear ion channels is modelled for the RGC with a gap junction
conductance (G) in between the compartments. No models have studied the RGCs with active membrane properties including the
Calcium channels and gap junction conductances between the RGCs. The simulations were done for the above mentioned
adapted FCM model and their ionic currents are measured. The action potential of the designed RGCs and the ionic currents are
measured to analyse the effect of different types of Calcium currents and gap junction conductances in RGC apoptosis.
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1. Introduction
Vision is a complex processing of information depending on a neuro-processor of the eye called the retina. When
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light passing through the pupil of the eye is focused by the lens onto the retina’s sensory neuroepithelium which
leads to the projection of a reduced, inverted image of the object onto the millions of photoreceptor cells called the
rods and cones present in the outermost layer of the retina. These rods and cones convert the local luminance and the
color patterns of the projected image into electrical signals as action potentials and chemical signals.
Visual information from the retina’s photoreceptors is compressed into electrical signals carried by the ganglion
neurons, whose axons form the optic nerve. The optic nerve transmits the visual information via the lateral
geniculate nucleus to the primary visual cortex of the brain [1].
Nerve cells communicate via a combination of electrical and chemical signals. Individually neurons are
completely separated from one another by their outer cell membranes and cannot directly share the electrical or
chemical signals [2]. The exceptional are the electrical synapses, in which the ion-conducting pores made from
proteins called connexins connect the intracellular compartments of adjacent neurons, allowing direct ion flow from
cell to cell[3]. Within the neuron, electrical signals driven by the charged particles allow rapid conduction from one
end of the cell to the other end. The membrane potential changes and if it changes enough in the positive direction
(i.e., depolarizes to threshold), an action potential is initiated.
Retina is an incredible anatomical complex neural circuit composing of distinct cells widely varying in shape,
size, processes, etc. The photoreceptors rods and cones generate nerve impulses in the retinas of the eyes that travel
along the optic nerves to the optic chiasma, where they partially cross over. A ganglion cell or retinal ganglion cell
(RGC) is a specialized form of sensory neuron whose axons form the optic nerve. These ganglion cells are located
on the innermost surface of the retina.
The RGCs remain intact even if there is blindness due to the loss of photoreceptor function. Even without
consistent stimulation, the RGCs experience some transsynaptic degeneration. If they were preferentially stimulated,
groups of RGCs from large areas of the retina would be excited. Moreover, since the visual world is mapped onto
the surface of the retina such that the area of stimulated RGC’s corresponds spatially to the visual image perceived,
this response is logical.
No models have studied the RGCs including the Calcium channels with active membrane properties and gap
junction conductances between the RGCs. In this research work, a model has been developed for the RGC with gap
junction conductances between the RGCs, as an all active FCM model adapted to seven non-linear ion channels to
explore the effect of the gap junction conductance in RGC apoptosis. Studies are experimented on the RGCs by
varying the gap junction conductances between the cells and the conductances of the ionic channels of the RGCs.
This simulation study stands the first in the area of analysing the RGC model for the effect of gap junction
conductances between the cells.
2. Action potential
Nervous messages are mostly associated with an electrical change known as the action potential. This potential
arises at a membrane which is situated between the axoplasm, medium inside the axon and the external medium of
the neurons [4].
The electrical phenomena in nerves was problematic and so well analysed for electrical conduction, propagation
velocity of nerves and ionic flux through nerve to propagate action potential [5-12], which resulted in Hodgkin and
Huxley model [10] which is the presently accepted model for the nerve pulse relying on ionic currents and
membrane capacitance. Thus, the Hodgkin-Huxley model seemingly finds support in independent experiments
which is a purely electrical description based on conductors (ion channels and the cytosol of the nerve axon) and on
a capacitor, which is the lipid membrane.
3. Modeling RGC
Millions of people suffer from retinitis pigmentosa, a type of blindness characterized by photoreceptor
degeneration [13], [14-16]. Visual information processing takes place in various locations of the cortex, surgical
access of the brain, complexity in the connections of photoreceptors imposes its own risks and technical challenges
in the treatment all which frames the limitation.
The RGCs remain intact even if there is blindness due to the loss of photoreceptor function. Even without
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consistent stimulation the retinal ganglion cells experience either some or no transsynaptic degeneration [17]. The
impulse-encoding mechanism of intact RGCs recently was explored on the basis of a series of models [18-19], the
seven nonlinear ion channels of which were identified from voltage-clamp data [20–24]. There is some evidence
that such approach also benefit patients with severe age-related macular degeneration (AMD) [25]. Though these
patients are blind, their ganglion cells are functioning and transmit the retinal input to the brain [26-30].
The responses for the electrical stimulation of a passive model for unmyelinated axons, cortical pyramidal cells
are analysed by many models and with Hodgkin–Huxley active membrane properties [31-35]. No models have
studied the RGC with active membrane properties with gap junction conductances which has been done with this
work.
3.1. Calcium channels in RGCs
The voltage gated calcium channels (VGCCs) are divided into two major classes based upon the membrane
potential that opens them. There are Low - Voltage Activating (LVA) and High - Voltage Activating (HVA)
channels. These channels can be further divided into T-type which is the LVA and L, N, P/Q, and R type which are
all HVA.
The voltage clamp data details the presence of low–threshold, Low voltage activating (LVA), T–type Calcium
current (ICa,T) [36–38] and a high–threshold, high voltage activating (HVA), L–type Calcium current( ICa,L ) [26],
[37–39].
In ipRGCs, the depolarization of the membrane potential, results to the activation of voltage gated Na+ channels
(VGNCs). During the firing of action potential the Na+ influx through VGNCs makes the membrane further
depolarized, leading to the activation of L-type VGCCs and thus the Ca2+ influx. Most of the Ca2+ signal in the
ipRGCs was the result of depolarization - induced opening of the VGCCs [41].
Spontaneous electrical activity has been described as rhythmic bursts of action potentials that spread between
adjacent cells and produce transient elevations in the internal calcium concentration [42]. Three discrete classes of
light-induced Ca2+ change were observed in ipRGCs: Sustained response, Transient response, Repetitive firing
without recovery [43].
The simulations are done with active channels with gap junction conductances between the two cells and later
modified by adding up the L, T, N-type calcium channels valuing their crucial roles in RGCs for glaucoma patients.
3.2. FCM models
Neuron was written using a fully implicit method of integration i.e. backward Euler method of integration. The
value for membrane capacitance, Cm (1µF/cm2), membrane resistance, Ra (50,000Ωcm2) [44], and cytoplasmic
resistance (110Ωcm) [44]. These values are assumed to be uniform throughout the cell. The simulations were
modelled at room temperature (22°C) [45].
Each compartment is modelled with an intracellular resistance (Ra), a membrane mechanism in parallel
with a membrane capacitance (Cm) and a gap junction conductance (G) in between the compartments. The
membrane mechanism model were applied an all active model (FCM) with five nonlinear ion channels distributed at
varying densities.
The membrane mechanisms were modeled in parallel with a leak conductance which consisted of a battery
in series with a conductance. The passive membrane mechanism consisted of a simple conductance. The active
membrane mechanisms consisted of variable conductances in series with batteries. The conductances were defined
by the Hodgkin–Huxley formulations for each ionic channel. The batteries were defined by the corresponding
reversal potential of the ion they represent.
An all active model (FCM) with five nonlinear ion channels was modeled. The linear passive mechanism
reduces each cell membrane to a simple parallel RC circuit with a leak. The leak conductance was modeled as a
battery at -70 mV in series with a conductance of 20µS/cm2. The membrane potential everywhere was initialized to
a resting potential of -70mV. The HH mechanism is the classic nonlinear description of unmyelinated axons by
g
Hodgkin and Huxley [10] — a leak conductance, sodium and potassium channels ( Na =120mS/cm2, ENa =50mV, g K
gl
2
2
= 36mS/cm , EK = -77mV, = 0.3mS/cm , El = -54.3 mV).
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The FCM model is a complex five channel model based on work by Fohlmeister et al. [19, 46–48]. It
g
includes the following conductances: Na - a sodium conductance, g Ca - a calcium conductance, g K - a delayed
rectifier potassium conductance, g A - an inactivating potassium conductance, and gK,Ca - a non-inactivating calcium
activated potassium conductance [47].
All channels are modeled as simple voltage - gated conductances except gK,Ca, which is modeled as a
calcium - gated conductance. This unique combination of channel kinetics which best emulated the firing pattern of
ganglion cells [47] and to shape the finer properties of the action potential including the ability to produce slow
repetitive firing which is impossible using the Hodgkin–Huxley channels completely. The model for membrane
potential takes the familiar Hodgkin/Huxley form [47]:
Cm

dE
= I stim − g Na m 3 h ( E − E Na ) − g Ca c 3 ( E − E Ca ) − g K n 4 ( E − E K ) − g A a 3 h A ( E − E K ) − g K , Ca ( E − E K ) (1)
dt

Where the rate constants for m, h, c, n, a, and hA all solve the first order kinetic equation [48]:
dx
(2)
= − (α x + β x ) ⋅ x + α x
dt
The Calcium channels play a vital role in the RGC apoptosis and its vitality with glaucoma is still more
essential. So the model in equation (1) was modified by including the L, T and N-type Calcium channels which
takes the form as:
Cm

dE
= − g Na m 3 h ( E − E Na ) − g Ca , L m 2 ( E − E Ca , L ) − g Ca ,T n h ( E − E Ca ,T ) − g K n 4 ( E − E K )
dt
− g A a 3 h A ( E − E K ) − g K ,Ca ( E − E K ) − g Ca , N Ca N ( 0 . 0001 /( 0 . 0001 + Ca i ))( E − E Ca , N ) + I stim

(3)

The L-type calcium current, ICa,L [49] and the T-type calcium current ICa,T were computed [49] as:
2
I Ca , L = g Ca , L m ( E − E Ca , L )

(4)

I Ca ,T = g Ca ,T n h ( E − E Ca , T )

(5)

I Ca , N = g Ca , N Ca

(6)

N

( 0 . 0001 /( 0 . 0001 + Ca i )) ( E − E Ca , N )

where the values of maximum conductances for the L - type calcium channels, T-type calcium channels and Ntype calcium channels are g Ca , L =1mS/cm2 [49], ECa,L=45mV [49], g Ca ,T =1mS/cm2 [49], ECa,T =45mV [49], g Ca , N
= 2mS/cm2 [50], ECa,N = 120mV [50].
4. Results and Discussion
The action potential of the designed retinal ganglion cell and the electrotonic current flows across the
boundaries between the neighboring compartments were generated for the Equations (1), (3) using MATLAB and
analyzed for constant dc current, symmetric biphasic stimulating current, Istim and gap junction conductances [5153]. The parameters of the symmetric biphasic stimulation current such as cathodic and anodic amplitudes, cathodic
and anodic durations, Interphase gap delay and frequency of the stimulating pulses were adjusted and analyzed for
the efficient spiking [51-53].
The action potential initiated without stimulation from IStim is revealed with the adaptation done as in Eq. (3) by
the inclusion of L-type and T-type Calcium channels and the ionic currents for two RGCs were depicted [54]. In this
paper, the simulations were performed for the adapted FCM model of RGC with the active membrane characteristics
having seven non-linear ionic channels as in equation (3).
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Fig. 1. (a) Stimulating current (b) Action potential evoked from RGC. (c) N-type Calcium ionic current

Fig. 2. (a) Sodium ionic current (b) L-type Calcium ionic current (c) T-type Calcium ionic current.

Fig. 3. (a) Delayed rectifier Potassium ionic current (b) A-type Potassium ionic current (c) Calcium activated Potassium ionic current.

The action potential spikes of 23mV are elicited in this model of RGCs without the application of Istim
because of the RGCs depolarization leading to the repetitive firing of them as represented in Fig 1.The stimulating
currents, action potentials evinced and the N-type Calcium ionic currents for the RGC are bestowed in Fig.1. The
Sodium ionic current, L-type Calcium ionic current and , T-type Calcium ionic currents for the RGC are depicted in
Fig.2. The Delayed rectifier Potassium, A-type Potassium and Calcium activated Potassium ionic current for the
RGC are depicted in Fig.3.
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